Control of α/β Anomer Formation by a 2',5' Bridge: Toward Nucleoside Derivatives Locked in the South Conformation.
We describe a novel stereoselective synthesis of nucleoside derivatives with the ribose ring locked in the South conformation by a bridge between C2' and C5'. Despite the intrinsic constraints of the bicyclic structure, we demonstrate that their synthesis can be achieved by ring closing metathesis of readily accessible precursors. The obtained ribose derivatives are, however, very poor substrates for further installation of the nucleobases, and even simple nucleophiles, such as azido or cyano anions, react with unexpected stereo- or regioselectivity under standard glycosylation conditions. Here we explain this behavior by employing density functional theory (DFT) computations and devise an alternative approach resulting in isomers with the desired orientation of the nucleobase.